Datasheet – ASEPCO AseptiPort Manifold

ASEPCO AseptiPort Manifold
Designed for Critical Aseptic Processing Applications
The AseptiPort Manifold attaches to any 4-inch ASEPCONNECT or QUICKONNECT
Vessel Connector. Our standard version is a circular design that comes with 3 ports
and a built-in valve with two 0.5-inch cleaning ports. Choose between a manual or
pneumatic actuator.

High Purity Valves and
Magnetic Mixers

ASEPCO’s ASEPCONNECT or QUICKONNECT Vessel Connectors are close connects for
connecting flush-mounted probes, instruments, and valves to tanks. They are easier
to install and clean than the alternatives, and have ASEPCO’s patented aseptic seal,
which is based on the same reliable seal that you find in our valves.

12-mm sensor probe (not included)

Features

12-mm probe sleeve

Clean, aseptic design
Save space by attaching
multiple 12-mm probes through
one connector on your tank

Manifold

Save time by eliminating the
need for multiple holes into
your vessels

Gasket seals at the
vessel’s internal
wall surface

So flexible you can use 12-mm
probes of varying lengths
An incredibly easy sleeve
mounting system that secures
each probe
Uses the same aseptic valve
design and radial diaphragm
technology that you have
grown to depend on
Probes can be arranged in a
circular or linear design
Can be customized to suit your
needs

Built-in valve with two
0.5-inch cleaning ports

Pneumatic actuator with diaphragm
(order separately)
Steam ports

AseptiPort Manifold

Specifications

Material

316L, AL6XN, Hastelloy C-22, C-276

Surface Finish

Max 20 micro-inch Ra (0.5 µm Ra), Electropolished
Max 15 micro-inch Ra (0.375 µm Ra), Electropolished
Max 10 micro-inch Ra (0.25 µm Ra), Electropolished

Sizes

4”

Connection

Clamps to any 4-inch ASEPCONNECT or QUICKONNECT Vessel Connector

Design Pressure

-14.5 to 101.5 psig
(Maximum working pressure is determined by the design pressure of the gasket being
used in the assembly.)

Design Temperature

-80 to 200ºC
(Maximum working temperature is determined by the design pressure of the gasket being used in the assembly.)

Marking

All manifolds are marked for full material traceability according to ASEPCO’s ISI QA
Program

ISO

All product and procedures are governed by our ISO Quality Assurance Program

Standards

BPE, CE-PED, ASME
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